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Press Release – Dienst Verpackungstechnik GmbH
The DIENST standard cartoner makes it possible for everyone to enjoy a
quick and delicious snack or meal at any time
What may be a perfect snack for some may be a complete meal for another. But one
thing is clear - once you have tasted a delicious, typically Italian pizza you will always
be tempted to have another one.
We recently supplied our long-term customer and renowned pizza baker from Italy
with its twelfth reliable packaging machine. Additional machine projects are already
underway to keep pace with the immense market demand for these tasty products.
Due to this great demand, food manufacturers need cartoning machines even more
quickly that are not only reliable but also have a good price-performance ratio. For
this reason DIENST has developed a new standard horizontal cartoner that is tailored
to the industry and all its needs:

P3 Pizza cartoner
With the new design and all the features customers require as well as a wide range of
standardised options, this machine fulfills almost every wish.

High quality for a long
service life.
We have been the premium
manufacturer in the horizontal
cartoner sector in the food
industry since 1988. We also
produce top load and end of
line machines. In addition, we
supply customised solutions
and are a recognised partner
of

internationally

leading

producers in the food and nonfood industries.
More information is available with
www.dienst-packsystems.de

It includes full-length doors so that everything is easily visible and malfunctions can be
rectified quickly and effectively. Less time is also required for maintenance work. We
have installed a new infeed version with pneumatic overload function and automatic
return of the pushers. This is also integrated in the standard version.
The P3 pizza cartoner can perfectly pack up to 160 incoming products per minute.
With a current delivery time of only four to five months at the most, DIENST is probably
the fastest supplier of equipment for exactly this application on the market.
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